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<td>0%</td>
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<tr>
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<td>Milestone</td>
<td>Estimated time:</td>
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Description

This ticket is for collecting things needed for S3_1 npf.

For reference, see S3_0 npf Task #656467

Related issues:

- Blocked by Freeciv - Feature #657288: protocol: create a strvec field type
- Blocked by Freeciv - Feature #854627: MAX_NUM_RULESETS = 16 looks a bit small... New
- Blocked by Freeciv - Feature #919973: Ban starting activity actions outside o... New
- Blocked by Freeciv - Feature #920376: Go over and reorder actions before 3.1 Closed

History

#1 - 2019-12-05 11:04 PM - Marko Lindqvist
- Blocked by Feature #657288: protocol: create a strvec field type added

#2 - 2020-01-02 11:40 PM - Jacob Nevins
- Blocked by Feature #854627: MAX_NUM_RULESETS = 16 looks a bit small these days added

#3 - 2021-02-14 12:18 AM - Sveinung Kvilhaugsvik
- Blocked by Feature #919973: Ban starting activity actions outside of unit_perform_action() added

#4 - 2022-04-15 07:43 AM - Marko Lindqvist
- Blocked by Feature #920376: Go over and reorder actions before 3.1 added